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bElectronic and Information Engineering, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung
Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China
Abstract
This paper presents formulations to evaluate noise in differential and ratio-
metric measurements that are often performed in biosensing. These measure-
ments are performed to improve signal to noise ratio of the sensing systems for
sensitive detection of dynamic biological processes. The use of these formula-
tions is discussed in the context of the differential intensity surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) system that is widely used to characterise molecular interac-
tions on a confined axial scale. Previous studies provide qualitative descriptions
of the noise performance of such systems but lack rigorous characterisation.
Here we present analytical expressions for quantitative evaluation of the noise
in differential and ratiometric measurements by applying the rules of arithmetic
operations on random variables. Such formulations provide the means for evalu-
ating the signal to noise ratio of such systems. We present how correlated noise
can be removed by performing differential or ratiometric processing. Applying
these formulations, we also show how the sensitivity of the differential intensity
SPR system changes during the experiment.
1. Introduction
Differential or ratiometric processing is often employed to enhance the sig-
nal to noise ratio or the sensitivity of biosensing systems. It is driven by the
Email address: sidahmed.abayzeed@nottingham.ac.uk (Sidahmed Abayzeed)
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demand to develop highly sensitive instruments capable of resolving small sig-
nals related to biological processes. In this study, we present an analytical5
approach to evaluate noise in differential and ratiometric measurements. The
proposed method is discussed in the context of noise in differential intensity
surface plasmon resonance (DI-SPR) instrument. For instance, differential mea-
surements are performed in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors that uses
bicell detectors [1]. SPR sensors utilise the properties of propagating surface10
plasmons at a noble metal-dielectric interface. Surface plasmons are excited with
p-polarised light that matches their wavevector, which is commonly achieved by
using Kretschmann-Raether configuration [2]. In this configuration, the exci-
tation of surface plasmons features a minimum in the intensity of the reflected
light [3] in addition to a sharp change of its phase [3]. This resonance position15
is sensitive to the optical properties of both the metal and the dielectric mate-
rial which provides mechanisms for detecting small changes within the sample
in the close proximity to the metal surface [4] or change in electron density
within the metal surface [5]. For instance, refractive index changes typically
between 1× 10−7 - 1× 10−5 refractive index units(RIUs)[6] are detected within20
the evanescent field depth (of the order of 100 nm).
Different detection schemes and optical configurations are used to design
SPR systems [7], based on measurement of the intensity [8], the phase [9] of the
reflected light at a specific angle of incidence or tracking the resonance angle
[10] or the resonance wavelength [11]. For instance, in differential intensity SPR25
systems [1, 12], SPs are excited by focusing light, coupled through a prism, onto
the gold surface. The reflected light is detected by a bicell photodiode whose
outputs (A and B) are processed to compute the difference to sum ratio (A-
B)/(A+B). The detector is initially balanced to obtain the maximum sensitivity
[13]. Shifting from this detector position, with respect to the resonance curve,30
is directly related to the change in refractive index of the sample [13].
Previous work was directed at understanding the factors that affect the re-
sponse of the system to change in refractive index [13], however, the noise per-
formance of the system still requires further clarification. This paper, therefore,
2
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presents a method for calculating noise of such systems by utilising the rules35
of arithmetic operations on random variables [14, 15]. Moreover, differential
approaches were used in other plasmonic systems that includes nanohole arrays
based systems[16] or low noise SPR systems[17] [18], which can benefit from
our approach to noise calculations. It is worth mentioning that differential ap-
proaches are not only used in intensity measurements, but they are also used in40
phase based SPR systems [19, 20]; Wu et al [20] demonstrated that differential
phase between s and p polarised light can be performed, using a dual inter-
ferometers (i.e. for reference and sensing), to increase the sensitivity of phase
based systems.
Characterising the noise of a sensing system is crucial as it sets its limit of45
detection. Sources of noise in SPR measurements are discussed in the literature
[21, 22]. It includes relative intensity noise [22] that is described as fluctua-
tions in the laser intensity, shot noise due to the quantum arrival of photons
at the detector and the readout noise from the detector and the electronics[22].
When multiple detection channels are used, the correlation or its absence plays50
a crucial role in the overall noise performance of the system. Indeed carefully
accounting for the noise correlations in different channels provides a route to
signal to noise ratio optimisation as demonstrated for structured illumination
microscopy in [23].
One of the sources of correlated noise is laser fluctuations, in reality the de-55
tection limit of most of the intensity SPR systems is degraded by this noise[22]
and shot-noise limited detection is not often achievable. Also, quantitative anal-
ysis for evaluating the removal of correlated noise is lacking. For the case of the
bicell detection, the correlation between the dynamic signals on both units of
the detector is of a particular importance, since both difference and division are60
performed on the detected signals. Here, we present analytical expressions to
estimate the noise in the presence of various degrees of correlations between sig-
nal channels comparing the effect of both differential and ratiometric processing.
This analysis can be applied beyond SPR systems since bicell or quadrant de-
tectors are also used in interferometry [24], position sensing [25], dynamic edge65
3
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detection [26] or laser acoustic systems [27]. Additionally, it can be applied to
systems that use ratiometric processing such as ratiometric calcium sensing [28]
or modulation depth measurements [29]. In section 2 of this paper, we provide
description of theory of noise in differential and ratiometric measurements. In
section 3 and 4 we describe experiments and results characterising the noise70
in differential intensity surface plasmon resonance, as an example for practical
applications.
2. Theory
Temporal fluctuations of a system response can be represented with a ran-
dom variable and the associated noise is found from the standard deviation of75
these fluctuations. When mathematical operations such as difference or division
are performed, the resulting noise can be found from the variance of this derived
quantity. Estimating the noise is essential to the characterisation of the overall
signal to noise ratio of the system. This involves calculation of the variance
of sums, differences and ratios as described in standard texts[14, 15]. In the80
following paragraphs, total noise after difference, sum or division is described
for the case of using bicell detectors.
2.1. Differential and ratiometric noise
The variance of the difference or the sum of two signals A and B can be
found from [14]85
σ2A±B = σ
2
A + σ
2
B ± 2cov(A,B) (1)
The covariance of the two signals cov(A,B) can be expressed as a function of
the correlation between the two signals [15] as
cov(A,B) = σAσBcorr(A,B) (2)
Eq. 1 can therefore be rewritten in terms of correlation as
4
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σ2A±B = σ
2
A + σ
2
B ± 2σAσBcorr(A,B) (3)
It is worthwhile mentioning that Eq. 3 is analogous to the cosine rule and can
be represented by the phasor diagram in Fig. 1 where corr(A,B) is equivalent90
to the cosine of the angle (φ) between the vectors σA and σB . The geometrical
representation of noise in differential and ratiometric processing is useful to
study the effect of the correlation between the signals as will be explained later
in Sec. 2.2.
The variance of the ratio of two signals (N and D) is more complex; in95
addition to the variance of each one of the two signals, it also depends on the
average of each of the two signals and the correlation between them. The general
form is
σ2N
D
≈ µ
2
Dσ
2
N + µ
2
Nσ
2
D − 2cov(N,D)µNµD
µ4D
(4)
This equation is presented in [15] and derived from a first order Taylor
expansion in [30] under the condition that the denominator takes values [0,∞).100
In order to explore the conditions that affect the accuracy of this equation, we
calculated the standard deviation of the ratio of two signals using this equation
taking into consideration the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of
both the numerator and the denominator in addition to the correlation between
them. For this purpose, two signals (i.e. numerator and denominator) with105
Rician distributions were generated using Monte Carlo simulations, averaged
over 104 points. The ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of numerator
is varied between −10 and 10 while the ratio of the mean to the standard
deviation of the denominator is varied for values from 0 − 200. Normalised
percentage error is obtained from the standard deviation estimated using Eq. 4110
compared to the directly calculated standard deviation.
As observed in Fig. 2-(a), the error of this expansion is dominated by the
ratio of the mean to standard deviation of the denominator and is also a weak
function of the correlation between the numerator and the denominator. It is
5
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reduced by increasing this ratio and it becomes < 3% for ratios > 20 (see Fig. 2-115
(b)) that are a lot smaller than the ratio in a typical experiment. Generally,
the denominator is used for referenced measurements and usually not affected
by the measured quantity. By ensuring sufficient signal to noise ratio (>20)
for the denominator channel, the expression in Eq. 4 can be used to accurately
predict the noise of the ratio. The use of this expression to evaluate the noise120
in bicell detector based SPR system is discussed in Sec. 4.3. Eq. 4 can be also
re-arranged to the form that is analogous to the cosine rule [31] as
(
σN/D
µN/D
)2
=
(
σN
µN
)2
+
(
σD
µD
)2
− 2
(
σN
µN
)(
σD
µD
)
corr(D,N) (5)
The form of Eq. 5 provides a convenient way to understand the noise to
signal ratio (NSR) of the division of two signals taking into consideration the
NSR of both the numerator and the denominator in addition to the correlation125
between them. This equation brings out similarities to subtraction by taking
the form of the cosine rule. The main difference is that the division is expressed
in terms of noise to signal ratio rather than the noise above.
As can be seen from Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, the correlation between the signals in
the differential and ratiometric measurements plays an important role. In order130
to study its effect, two signals s1 = ax+bz, s2 = ay+bz were generated by Monte
Carlo simulations using various weighted combinations of uncorrelated random
(x,y) and correlated noise (z). The correlated noise is varied relative to random
noise in order to design different correlations between the two signals. Average
values and standard deviations were calculated over 104 points. As observed in135
Fig. 3-(a), this correlated noise component is removed by taking the difference
of the two signals and the noise increases when the summing is performed as
expected. Similarly, performing the division leads to the same result of the
difference as presented in Fig. 3-(b). Since the ratio and the difference are on
different scales, the comparison is presented in terms of the noise to signal ratio.140
Fig. 3-(b) confirms the analogy between the difference and the division in the
removal of the correlated component of the noise.
6
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2.2. Noise of normalised differential signals
In optical sensing systems that use bicell detectors [1, 24], the output of
the system is obtained by taking the ratio of the difference and the sum of the145
two channels of the bicell. Compared to performing referenced measurements
with a single photodetector, the bicell outputs are common path signals and
therefore is expected to provide a better cancellation of the correlated noise. As
mentioned earlier, the differencing and summing affect the correlation between
the numerator and the denominator. In this section, we discuss how these factors150
combine to affect the noise performance. In order to estimate the noise of the
ratio, one needs to know the average value and the noise of both the difference
and the sum, in addition to their covariance as shown in Eq. 6.
σ2T =
µ2(A+B)σ
2
(A−B) + µ
2
(A−B)σ
2
(A+B) − 2cov(A−B,A+B)µ(A−B)µ(A+B)
µ4(A+B)
(6)
The noise of the difference or the sum can be found from Eq. 1 while the co-
variance between the signals (A-B) and (A+B) can be found from the geometry155
in Fig. 1 in the following two steps
corr(A−B,A+B) = cos(α+ β) =
(
σ2A − σ2B
σA+BσA−B
)
(7)
Similar to Eq. 2, the covariance can be found with the knowledge of the
correlation as
cov(A−B,A+B) = σ2A − σ2B (8)
The noise of the ratio (A-B)/(A+B) can be re-written as
σ2T =
µ2(A+B)σ
2
(A−B) + µ
2
(A−B)σ
2
(A+B) − 2µ(A−B)µ(A+B)(σ2A − σ2B)
µ4(A+B)
(9)
Under the condition that the detector is balanced, the covariance between160
(A-B) and (A+B) becomes zero, similarly the mean of (A-B) approaches zero
and thus Eq. 9 reduces to
7
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σT =
σ(A−B)
µ(A+B)
(10)
As discussed later in Sec.4, these sets of equations can be used to estimate
the noise to signal ratio of SPR systems that use bicell detectors. They suggest
that when the detector is unbalanced, the noise of (A-B)/(A+B) does not only165
depend on the noise of difference and the sum but also their average values.
These predictions will be confirmed experimentally in Sec. 4.4. However for a
balanced detector, noise of the ratio is related to the reciprocal of the sum of the
bicell channels, and therefore can be reduced by increasing the total detected
power.170
2.3. Comparison between differential and ratiometric processing in canceling
multiplicative noise
So far we considered how correlated noise can be removed using differen-
tial and ratiometric processing. However, the nature of noise (i.e. additive or
multiplicative) has not been discussed. In this section, we provide a compar-175
ison between the differential and ratiometric processing in the removal of the
correlated multiplicative noise (e.g laser fluctuations). Let us consider the case
where measurements are over a timescale with significant laser fluctuation that
does not average out. Considering a measurement system where a bicell detec-
tor with channels A and B is used. Let PA and PB be fractions of the incident180
power where (PA+PB = 1) and ∆P = PA−PB . Using a laser power of (I+δI),
the difference and the sum are given by:
A−B = (I + δI)∆P + nA − nB (11)
A+B = (I + δI) + nA + nB (12)
Where nA and nB are random noise from the detector channels A and B.
The difference (A-B) contains both additive and multiplicative noise. For a bal-
anced detector or a nearly balanced detector, multiplicative noise is canceled as185
8
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(∆P → 0) and the additive noise dominates. Now let us consider the ratiomet-
ric approach, starting with A = (I + δI)PA +nA and B = (I + δI)PB +nB , the
ratio of (A/B) is:
A
B
=
PA
PB
(1 + δII ) +
nA
IPB
1 + δII +
nB
IPB
=
PA
PB
+
PBnA − PAnB
IP 2B
(13)
After multiplying by the term (1− δII − nBIPB ) and retaining the first order
and under the assumption that δI/I, nB/IPB << 1, the multiplicative term190
δI/I will be removed even if the detector is unbalanced (i.e.PA/PB 6= 1), in
contrast to the difference where the multiplicative term is only removed if the
detector is nearly balanced. The same analysis can be applied to the case of the
ratio of (A-B)/(A+B) as shown in Eq. 14. When the detector is unbalanced,
(∆P 6= 0) and therefore the additive random noise dominates and scales with the195
average value of both the numerator and the the denominator. This observation
is confirmed experimentally in Sec 4.4 where its implications on the sensitivity
of the sensing is also discussed.
A−B
A+B
=
∆P (1 + δII ) +
nA−nB
I
1 + δII +
nA+nB
I
= ∆P +
nA − nB −∆P (nA + nB)
I
(14)
Similar to bicell detector based systems, the removal of the correlated mul-
tiplicative noise is important for measurements performed using reference and200
sensing channels such as in optical fiber sensors. One would expect that refer-
ence and sensing channels are not equal due to the changing nature of the sensing
channel. In this case, division might provide a better performance compared to
difference as it cancels correlated multiplicative noise even if the reference and
the sensing channels are not balanced.205
3. Experimental section
The aim of this section is to present an experimental investigation on the
estimation of noise in differential and ratiometric processing in the presence of
9
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correlated noise. Since it is focused on the validation of the analytical expres-
sions presented in Sec. 2, we do not address the problem of how knowledge of210
correlations can be used to develop new strategies for noise reduction although
these are considered in the discussions.
3.1. Experimental setup
The analysis of the differential and ratiometric noise was experimentally
validated using the differential intensity surface plasmon resonance system de-215
scribed in Fig. 4. The optical system configuration was based on Kretschmann-
Raether configuration, in which a plano-convex cylindrical lens was used as a
prism. A He-Ne laser was used to produce a linearly polarised light which was
focused, using a cylindrical lens, into a line on the gold surface. The system was
aligned so as the fan beam is centered at the resonance angle with an angular220
width of ∼ 5◦. The reflected light was collimated by using another cylindrical
lens before it was detected by a pixelated camera. The sensing structure that
was used to excite SPs was fabricated of a glass substrate (n=1.515) coated
with 50nm of gold by sputtering. The excitation of SPs features a drop in the
intensity, as presented by a blue line in Fig. 5, indicating the position of the225
resonance angle. The horizontal axis of the reflected intensity refers to the angle
of incidence which can be calculated using the geometry of the reflected beam,
the collimating optics and the pixelated camera.
3.2. Experimental validation of differential and ratiometric noise
To validate the theoretical expressions to estimate the differential and ra-230
tiometric noise presented in Sec.2, a pixelated camera was used to monitor the
intensity fluctuations of the SPR curve over time (i.e., collecting a data set of
R(θ, t)). This was performed by recording the reflected light for 30 seconds
with a sampling frequency of 10 Hz. Fig. 5 shows an example intensity map, in
which the horizontal axis represents the angular information while the vertical235
axis represents spatial information. A virtual bicell is centered on the resonance
angle (θω = 0), and its width is defined in terms of the angular widths while its
10
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height in pixels is ±100 pixels in this experiment. A and B are used to denote
the two channels of the virtual detector.
For each frame, the intensity of the channel (A or B) was calculated by240
summation of the intensity of the pixels that form the defined area of the bicell.
The value obtained represents a data point in the time series that is used to
calculate the difference (A−B), the sum (A+B) and the ratio ((A−B)/(A+B)).
To test the noise dependence on the angular width, this process was repeated
for a set of angular widths starting from 0.066 deg to 2.6 deg. For each of these245
data sets (i.e., 300 samples), the standard deviation (i.e., the noise) and the
average value of the signal were calculated as a function of the angular width
(θw).
In order to verify the theoretical expressions presented in Sec. 2.2, noise of the
difference (A-B), the sum (A+B) and their ratio A-B/A+B were obtained by the250
following two methods. Noise was calculated from the standard deviation that
is directly obtained from the time-varying signals. The results were compared
to noise calculated from the primary signals A and B using the theoretical
expressions: Eq. 4 and Eq. 9 described in Sec. 2. As mentioned in Sec. 2.2,
Eq. 9 is made suitable to calculate the differential and ratiometric noise in255
bicell-based SPR systems.
3.3. Refractive index stepping
In order to study the effect of the detector balance on the noise of the dif-
ferential and ratiometric signal, the refractive index of the sample was stepped
in increments of 0.5 mRIUs starting from 1.3294 to 1.3344 using series of con-260
centrations of sodium chloride solution (dissolved in dH2O) while the reflected
light intensity was recorded using the pixelated camera. The recorded frames
were postprocessed to calculate the outputs of the virtual detector A, B, A-B,
A+B and the ratio of difference to sum.
11
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4. Results and Discussions265
For SPR systems in which the bicell detector is used, the outputs (A and
B) are processed to obtain (A-B)/(A+B) that is directly related to the shift in
the resonance position as discussed in [1, 13]. The noise of the output of the
bicell-based SPR (A-B)/(A+B) can be calculated with the knowledge of the
noise in the channels A and B and their covariance. In this section, the set270
of equations described in Sec 2 was verified experimentally by comparison to
the direct calculation of noise from the standard deviation of the time-varying
signals. First, Eq. 1 is used to obtain the noise of the difference and the sum.
Second, with the knowledge of the noise of the two signals obtained from the
previous step, alongside to their average values and their covariances, the noise275
of the ratio (A-B)/(A+B) was calculated using Eq. 9. The use of the previous
expressions to calculate the noise of the difference, the sum and the ratio was
confirmed experimentally by varying the angular width of the excitation beam
and measuring the noise of the components of the virtual bicell detector.
4.1. Differential and ratiometric noise280
Fig. 6 presents the noise of the difference (Fig. 6-(a)) and the sum (Fig. 6-
(b)) calculated using Eq. 4, similarly these noise values can be found from the
standard deviation of the traces of (A-B) and (A+B). The proposed approach
can be used for accurate calculation of the noise of the difference and the sum,
taking into consideration the effect of the correlated and uncorrelated compo-285
nents of the noise. It is observed from this graphs that noise increases with the
angular width of the excitation beam due to the increase of the detected optical
power, as one would expect. The presence of correlated noise is also observed
from Fig. 6. The effect of this component is reduced by the performing the
difference while it increases with the summing.290
4.2. The effect of correlation between the bicell signals
We can see from Fig. 6, how the presence of the correlated components of
the noise affect the difference and the sum of the two signals. In time-resolved
12
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measurements, the presence of correlated noise is expected to vary during the
time course of the experiment, as shown in Fig. 7. The correlation between the295
signals of the bicell detector is measured after dividing them into small win-
dows of one second. The presence of positive correlation can be attributed to
coherent fluctuation in the intensity light source, while the negative correlation
can be an indication of angular noise. Angular noise can be described as os-
cillations or drift in the apparent resonance position due to the laser pointing300
oscillations or temperature drift. On the other hand, low or no correlation is
an indication of random noise such as shot or thermal noise. Additionally, cor-
relation is reduced to due to factors related to the design of the experimental
setup such as speckles in the detected intensity map, the presence of microphon-
ics or mechanical instability. Anticorrelated noise can be removed by using a305
second order differential or ratiometric processing that can be performed with
dual-bicell detector and dual-channel [24] or quadrant photodiode[32] aligned
to reference and measurement channels. Suppression of the anticorrelated noise
using referenced measurements allows accurate measurement of the dynamics
of the resonance position. Furthermore, measurements of correlation in real310
time can be used to design adaptive noise removal in differential and ratiomet-
ric measurements. Additionally, the knowledge of the correlation can provide
methods to improve the signal to noise ratio of a system. For instance, we have
shown that in structured light microscopy [23] information about similar spatial
frequencies is encoded in different extracted signals. The optimum signal to315
noise can thus be achieved by weighting these contributions appropriately and
indeed we show that these optimum weightings are dependent on the correlation
between the noise of the different components. While the differential intensity
system does not contain much duplicate information, a similar strategy could
be implemented by adjusting the weighting of the different parts of the detector.320
For instance, the region close to the center of the detector does not contribute
to a large portion of the detected signal but does contribute to the noise, so
weighting the central part less strongly can optimise the signal to noise ratio.
Such optimisations require a substantial new study which we hope will be the
13
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subject of a subsequent publication.325
4.3. Noise of normalised differential signals
In order to validate the approximation for variance of the ratio, the noise
of the ratio (A-B)/(A+B) was calculated, for a set of angular widths of the
virtual bicell detector, using Eq. 4 and compared to the noise that is directly
calculated from the standard deviation of the temporal fluctuations of the ratio330
(A-B)/(A+B). The good agreement between the two methods, presented in
Fig. 8, shows that the approximation of the variance of the ratio can be used
to obtain the noise of the (A-B)/(A+B) in systems that use bicell detectors as
long as the assumptions stated in Sec. 2.1 are satisfied. As the denominator
(A+B) is the sum of the bicell detector signals, the condition that the random335
variable of the denominator takes positive values is always satisfied for the SPR
based on bicell detectors. As noticed in Fig. 8, noise of the ratio decreases as
the angular width increases; this trend is expected as the noise of the ratio is
proportional to the reciprocal of the fourth power of the average power of the
reflected light. As will be explained later in this section, the noise of the ratio340
can be approximated by Eq. 10.
4.4. The effect of the balance of the bicell detector
As we discussed earlier in Sec. 2.3, when the detector is unbalanced, the
random additive noise dominates the ratio (A-B)/(A+B) (Eq. 14) even though
the correlative multiplicative noise is canceled by performing the division. Since345
the sensitivity depends on the noise performance, the contribution of the un-
correlated additive noise is expected to affect the detection limit of the system.
In this section, we show how the detector unbalance affects the noise of (A-
B)/( +B) and the sensitivity (i.e. the detection limit) of bicell SPR systems
during experiments.350
In Fig. 9, we showed how noise and sensitivity changes when the detector is
unbalanced. The sensitivity, in this paper, is defined as the minimum detectable
refractive index change. Also, responsivity is defined as the change in the system
14
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output divided by the change in refractive index (∆[(A − B)/(A + B)]/∆n).
Sensitivity depends on both the noise and the responsivity of the system (i.e.355
it is obtained by dividing the noise by the responsivity of the system). The
response of the system (A-B)/(A+B) to a change in refractive index is shown
in Fig. 9(a) fitted to a cubic function while the noise of the ratio is presented
in Fig. 9(b). Noise is obtained from the standard deviation that is directly
calculated from the traces of the system output, (A-B)/(A+B). This is compared360
to the noise calculated from the analytical expression in Eq. 9. The values of the
input parameters (σ(A−B), σ(A+B), µ(A−B), µ(A+B), σA and σB) are calculated
for a series of refractive index steps, and the obtained data is smoothed by
fitting to a quadratic function and then interpolating. Responsivity, presented
in Fig. 9(c), is calculated from Fig. 9(a) by finding (∆[(A−B)/(A+B)]/∆n) and365
the data points are fitted to a 4th degree polynomi l function. The sensitivity
is calculated from Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c) as shown Fig. 9(d).
As suggested by Eq. 10, noise of the ratio is changed when the detector is
unbalanced. When the refractive index of the sample is changed, the SPR curve
is shifted from its initial position unbalancing the detector. Fig. 9 (b) shows370
that noise of the ratio (A-B)/(A+B) increases if the detector is unbalanced by
shifting the resonance curve to the left or the right. This trend is also supported
by the noise predicted by Eq. 9 showing a good agreement with noise obtained
from the standard deviation of the ratio (A-B)/(A+B). Not only does the noise
increase when the detector is unbalanced, but also the responsivity to change in375
refractive index decreases as explained in [13] and shown in Fig. 9 (a). As a result
of the effect of the two factors, the sensitivity of system decreases, as shown in
Fig. 9 (d). For an angular range of 0.7 deg, the sensitivity drops by an order of
magnitude if the refractive index of the sample changes by 2.5 mRIU. Similarly,
the dynamic range drops when the detector is unbalanced. However, the system380
is highly tuneable as discussed in [13] and a tradeoff between the sensitivity and
the dynamic range can be obtained by the selecting an appropriate angular
range [13].
We conclude from the effect of the detector balance that the system sensitiv-
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ity does not change significantly when measurements fall within a narrow range385
of refractive index change (for example ± 1 mRIU). In practice, this is equivalent
to detection of low concentration of biomolecules. However, for measurements
that are made over a wider range (i.e. high concentration of biomolecules), the
effect of the detector unbalance needs to be compensated. For instance, adap-
tive detector balance can be implemented using mechanical methods (e.g. angle390
scanning) or non-mechanical methods (e.g. pixelated detector [33]). It should
be pointed out that in the present measurements the noise values were relatively
large because the detected power in the pixelated camera was low. Noise can be
reduced significantly by increasing the detected power as suggested by Eq. 10
and reported previously by [1].395
5. Conclusions
Sensitive detection of small signals such as binding of small biomolecules
requires developing instrumentation with high signal to noise ratio. In many
cases, the design process involves the use of differential or ratiometric methods
to cancel the common-mode fluctuations. The evaluation of the performance400
of these methods is often qualitative, which limits a complete characterisation
of system sensitivity. This paper proposes formulations for evaluating noise
and signal to noise ratio in differential and ratiometric signal processing sys-
tems in the presence of noise with different degrees of correlation. Calculation
of noise in differential intensity surface plasmon resonance system, which uses405
bicell photodetection, is presented as an example where these formulas can be
used to provide better understanding of the performance of the sensing system.
We showed that these formulations can be used to estimate the noise and the
noise to signal ratio of differential or ratiometric measurements. Performing
either division or difference on the signals of the bicell detector suppress the410
correlated noise components under the condition that the detector is balanced.
Correlated multiplicative noise is canceled by performing the division even if the
detector is unbalanced while the random noise increases, which can be reduced
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by averaging if measurements are performed over a suitable timescale. Noise
of the differential intensity SPR increases and the responsivity of the system415
drops when the detector is unbalanced. During experiments, the detector can
become unbalanced due to the shift in the resonance position in response to
changes in refractive index of the sample. As a result the sensitivity of the
system decreases, in particular, if the measurements are performed over a wide
range of refractive index change. The effect of the detector unbalance can be420
compensated by performing adaptive detector balance during the experiment.
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Figure 1: Phasor diagram shows the difference and sum of two noise components which are
represented by the standard deviation (σA and σB) with a phase angle φ whose cosine equals
to the correlation between the signals A and B. It is obvious from the graph that the difference
(A-B) and the sum (A+B) are uncorrelated when the variances of A and B are equal.
Figure 2: Accuracy in the estimation of the noise of the ratio using Eq. 4. Accuracy is
presented by normalised percentage error in (a) that is calculated from the difference between
the standard deviation obtained by Eq. 4 and the directly calculated standard deviation. The
error map is shown for µD/σD > 10 in (b). The maps are calculated for a correlation of 0.5
and similar response is obtained for other correlations (data not shown).
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Figure 3: The removal of correlated noise in ratiometric or differential measurements. Two
signals s1 and s2 with equal noise values are presented by circles in (a); the correlation between
s1 = ax + bz and s2 = ay + bz was simulated in the range (0-1) by setting a =
√
n where
n=1,..,0 and b =
√
1− n. The effect of the difference (*) and the sum (solid line) is presented.
(b) shows a comparison between the noise of the ratio and the noise of the difference normalised
to the average of the ratio and the average of the signal s1 respectively.
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Figure 4: Optical system configuration of the differential intensity surface plasmon resonance
system
Figure 5: The distribution of the intensity of the reflected beam; spatial information on
the vertical axis and angular information on the horizontal domain. The rectangle shows
coordinates of the virtual bicell detector that is centred on the resonance angle.
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Figure 6: Noise of the difference (A-B) and the sum (A+B) of the virtual bicell detector
signals in (a) and (b) respectively. Noise was calculated from the experimental data A-B
and A+B over 30 seconds of time-varying signals using mathematical operations on random
variables after calculating the variances and covariance of the original signals A and B. The
dash line represents the case of where the correlation or the covariance between the signals A
and B is ignored.
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Figure 7: Temporal fluctuation of the correlation (ρ) measured over 1 second time windows
(b) between the signals of the two units of the virtual bicell detector shown in (a).
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Figure 8: Experimental noise of the ratio (A-B)/(A+B) obtained from the standard deviation
of (A-B)/(A+B) calculated over 30 seconds (represented by the squares) while the plus sign
shows noise calculated using the analytical expression of the noise of the ratio (Eq. 9) with
knowledge of the experimental variances, average values and the covariance of the difference
(A-B) and the sum (A+B).
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Figure 9: Experimental noise of the DI-SPR increases when the detector is unbalanced due
to a shift in the resonance position resulting from the change in the refractive index of the
sample. (a) the output of the DI-SPR system for a series of refractive index changes (b) the
noise of the output of the DI-SPR: circles present noise calculated from the standard deviation
of the ratio while solid line presents noise obtained from Eq. 9 using the experimental mean
and the standard deviation of the difference and the sum of the bicell outputs A and B and
their correlation, all smoothed by fitting to quadratic functions and interpolation (c) the
responsivity of the system calculated from ∆[(A − B)/(A + B)]/∆n and (d) is normalised
sensitivity obtained by dividing the noise by the responsivity.
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Research highlights 
 We discuss the estimation of noise in differential and ratiometric measurements.     
 Estimation of the noise of the ratios was tested under different conditions.  
 The effect of the correlation between the primary signals is discussed.   
 This approach was applied to the bicell-based surface plasmon resonance system. 
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